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Sonuscore Horizon Leads

Best Service announces Horizon Leads, a cinematic scoring synth from mastermind

Tobias Menguser. This cutting-edge instrument flawlessly merges synthesizers with

the iconic aesthetics of Hollywood scoring, unlocking a whole new sonic realm. Born

from the desire to fill the void in authentic cinematic soundtrack synthesizer

sounds, Horizon Leads caters to the rising demand for top-notch, expressive synth

tones used by elite Hollywood composers in blockbuster productions like Blade

Runner 2049, Dune, and Interstellar.
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Dive into 150 animated themes featuring pulses, textures, and arpeggios, all

powered by the renowned ensemble engine. Horizon Leads boasts a diverse palette

of 80 freely playable synth instruments, giving you the liberty to sculpt your sonic

landscape. From ethereal sounds to commanding leads, you're in control. Immerse

yourself in the next frontier of cinematic scoring with Horizon Leads.

Key Features

Meticulously sampled synthesizer sounds treated like acoustic instruments

Hollywood scoring aesthetic for true cinematic impact

Designed by renown sound designer Tobias Menguser

Built from the same engine as Elysion with a modified Ensemble Engine, the

Motion Engine, and the Pan Engine

Familiar and intuitive user interface known from Elysion and The Orchestra

150 complex animated and fully customizable themes, featuring up to 4

fully controllable instruments

80 instantly playable bass-heavy instruments

MIDI-Export: Unleash the power of the ensemble engine onto your personal

template

Horizon Leads is available for €/$ 99 from Best Service and all authorized resellers.

Registered users of `The Orchestra Family´ Products are eligible for a Crossgrade

priced at €/$ 79. Entitled to a crossgrade are users of The Score, Dark Horizon,

Elysion, The Orchestra, The Orchestra Complete, The Orchestra Essentials, Strings

of Winter, Horns of Hell, and Woods Of The Wild.

www.bestservice.com
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